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LEADERSHIP

NEW: LEADING AN OUTSTANDING DANCE
DEPARTMENT

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 08 December 2022

CODE 9155

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This brand new course for 2022 is designed for Heads of Department and Senior Leaders with
a responsibility for Dance to equip them with skills and strategies for leading an outstanding
Dance department. It will focus on different aspects of leading a creative department in an
educational setting, including curriculum design, recruitment and equipping students for
exam success and preparing for inspection.

Louise Judd has been teaching
and performing within the Arts
for over 20 years. A wealth
of practical knowledge and
experience from teaching LAMDA
Drama, ISTD Dance genres and
BG gymnastics.

PROGRAMME

Head of Dance in her third
state school for the past 13
years teaching and managing
a department of GCSE, BTEC
and A-level Dance students.
On developing the department
saw a rise in cohort numbers, a
noticeable raise in attainment and
students dramatically improved
outcomes with 100% pass rate.

TIME

What is a successful Dance department?
l
l
l
l
l

Projecting the Buzz of a Vibrant Dance department
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

11.30 - 11.45am

Delivering and managing Dance within GCSE PE

l
l
l

Ofsted – deep dives in Dance
l
l
l

11.45 – 12.30pm

KS3: Building a curriculum to attract and retain students – working with the PE Dept, having
6th form students support KS3, run clubs, positive role models
Building an exciting KS3 curriculum with transition opportunities for KS4
What do the students want?
Discuss energetic boys’ classes – external links supporting

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.30 – 11.30am

‘Selling your subject – how to raise the status of the department within the school and wider
community
Developing a clear vision for your subject
Being known around the school community – getting out there in terms of whole school
opportunities, extra curricula
Linking and creating a smooth transition to KS4 to KS5 improving attainment and cohort.
Beyond the classroom and the curriculum: educational visits and trips
The importance of student recruitment – assemblies, open evenings, award evenings etc…
JP events in the community
Creating links with local Primary Schools
Stretch and challenge without intimidation in clubs
Explore ways to use social media as a positive tool

Discussion: coffee break

l

10.00 – 10.30am

What does it take to lead an effective and buzzing Dance department?
Managing staff towards happiness and fulfilment with positive working relationships
Delegating and giving opportunities for staff to develop budgets/resources/developing
SOW/assessments made simple/tracking
Involving others in decision-making, planning and delivery
Organisation - Making the most of departmental meetings

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

Looking at new framework and how it affects a HoD
Deep dives with subject leaders, teachers, and work scrutiny
The importance of self-evaluation and action planning
Being prepared with exam results, books, curriculum plans and behaviour policies

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 - 2.45pm

Offering an exciting Curriculum

2.45 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

What are the choices? RSL, BTEC, GCSE
Pros and cons of new courses and creating new recourses
Time management
What suits your timetable and managing workload/ the work-life balance
Monitoring schemes of work
Learning walks and making the most from department meetings

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Current Heads of Dance
departments

l

Aspiring Heads of Dance
departments

l

Heads of PE

l

Heads of Performing Arts

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l Looked at a range of strategies

for improving and maintaining
recruitment of students
l Looked at ways in which a

Head of Dance can develop
and improve teaching
and learning within the
department
l Enhanced their ability to lead,

support and nurture teachers
in the department
l Examined the yearly workload

of a Head of Dance and how to
delegate to support teachers
CPD
l Reflected on strategies for

dealing with the challenges
and making the most of the
opportunities presented by a
Head of Dance position
l Look at a ‘deep dive’ in dance

and how to be prepared all
year round

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

NEW: LEADING A THRIVING AND FLOURISHING
DEPARTMENT

LOCATION/DATE
London
Monday 30 January 2023

CODE 9156

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course will explore what an outstanding dance department should look like. How to create and
maintain a positive image and culture of dance within your school and how to improve and establish
relationships with peers and leaders to maximise the level of exposure and support that dance receives in
your school.

Claire Noonan has been a
Head of Dance in a mixed state
comprehensive school and has
been teaching GCSE and A-Level
Dance for over twenty years. In
addition, Claire is a Specialist
Leader in Education (SLE) and
has taken on consultancy roles at
both primary and secondary level,
within a variety of demographics.
Claire has improved the quality
of dance provision within a
number of schools, she has a
wealth of experience in working
with a range of professionals, a
diverse set of students and how to
work effectively within time and
budgetary restraints.

It will examine strategies for successful recruitment of students to extra-curricular opportunities and
to study GCSE and A-Level Dance and how to monitor participation and achievement. It will offer
constructive, effective advice derived from experience in trouble-shooting situations and how to prepare
effectively for Ofsted.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Running Dance in Your School: Establishing a Culture of Opportunity,
Achievement and Vibrancy Across Your School
l

l

l

l

Respect for Dance: How to ensure that dance is celebrated, supporting and respected across the whole
school
Aspirations: raising the profile of Dance, its image, ethos, culture, and embedding it in a central core of
the school.
Presenting Dance and the many benefits of studying this art to students, fellow teachers, SLT and
parents
Top tips and proven ideas to widen your dance audience within the school and the local community.

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 - 11.00am

Dance Department High Expectations, High Academic Achievement,
High Rewards
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l

l

l
l

11.00 – 11.45am

High standards across the department: ensuring that your dance department is recognised as
disciplined, knowledgeable and well-respected. Students can’t have a ‘doss’ in Dance lessons!
Promoting dance to increase the numbers of students participating and ensure diversity.
How to ensure you get support from SLT and the school governors.
How to attract high prior attaining students as well as experienced dancers to take GCSE and A-Level
Dance to complement their other subjects.
Teaching and Learning: understanding the full impact of the types of learning that takes place in Dance
Creating a culture of trust between student and teacher to facilitate high levels of creativity
Presenting your dance department as a ‘family’ a place to be

Achieving High Academic Teaching & Learning in the Dance Department
l

10.00 – 10.40am

11.45 – 1.00pm

High standards across the Key Stages to ensure recruitment and progress.
The importance of high examination success and effective strategies to make this happen
Assessing the standard of your Dance teaching, your results, the recruitment of Dance students into
GCSE and A-Level
How to use other subject teachers to support the delivery of choreography and essay writing at GCSE
and A-Level Dance
Assessing your teaching using pupil voice, observations and “book looks”
Use of data, monitoring, and providing effective feedback to ensure target grades are met and even
exceeded.

Lunch and informal discussion

1.00 – 2.00pm

Leading and Managing your Dance Department and Dance Across the School
– How to create a Team

2.00 – 3.00pm

l
l
l

Relationships with the staff in your department and the general staff of the school:
Addressing issues such as staff underperformance in the Dance department
Building relationships with your line manager and the Headteacher to ensure your gain respect and
support for dance.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Current Heads of Dance

l

Aspiring Heads of Dance

l

Heads of PE

l

Heads of Performing Arts

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Consider what makes a Dance
department excellent, and the
role of the Head of Dance in
achieving this

l

Look at a range of strategies
for improving and maintaining
recruitment of students

l

Look at a range of strategies
for improving and maintaining
how dance is respected and
supported within your school

l

Look at ways in which a Head
of Dance can develop and
improve teaching, learning and
achievement in Dance and in
turn, contribute the success of
other subjects

l

Examine the yearly workload
of a Head of Dance and the life
cycle of the job

Ofsted: preparing for a visit
l
High expectations, rules and rituals- how to embed these before the dreaded phone call!
l
Deep-dives: conversations, pupil voice and observations
l
Evidence file

Afternoon Tea, and Running the Day-To-Day Dance
l

IN SCHOOL INFO
4

3.00 – 3.30pm

Discussion for teachers to share practical tips and experiences, to draw together the main themes of the
day giving consideration to how a dance department can become outstanding, key challenges and so
on.
This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

NEW: A-LEVEL DANCE: CREATING OUTSTANDING
CHOREOGRAPHY AND PERFORMANCE
CODE 9157

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This new course will be held in a dance studio to practically guide teachers to deliver high quality lessons to
prepare their students for Component 1 of A-Level Dance. The day is aimed for all A-Level Dance teachers
looking to expand their range of methods and pick up creative approaches to teaching Component 1. The
course will focus on guided explorations of the choreography questions of 2023 and teachers will gain a
full toolkit of teaching methods that can be transferred directly back into their own studio.
Using practical workshop activities, alongside discussing resource materials, teachers will explore ways of
inspiring and motivating their pupils to maximise their potential for achieving in the exam performances.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Beginning at the End – summarised feedback from 2022
l

l
l

l
l

10.00 – 10.40am

What do the examiners want to see? Understand what is expected for outstanding performances and
how to support less able and experienced students.
Consider lessons learnt from both the 2019 and 2022 examination series
Understanding what examiners expect to see in the highest achieving students in the practical
examination and the most common pitfalls in composition.
Common issued raised by examiners and how this should impact your teaching
Immediate priorities: identifying a positive plan for your students

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 - 11.00am

Unpicking the Choreography Questions for 2023

11.00 – 11.45pm

l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Understanding and exploring the choreography questions Component 1 for 2023 to be issued 15th Sept
2022.
The importance of researching the question to maximise creativity and complexity
Guidance, advice, suggestions, tricks and tips for how to guide your students in choreography
Types of questions to fit your types of students
Step by step guide practical exploration into one of the given questions for 2023.
A-Level without having taken GCSE – closing the gaps
How to use professional works to inspire and solidify the principles of choreography.
Guiding your students in making a decision and making a start.
Looking at “Flight plans” to motivate and organise even the most disorganised students in preparation
for the deadline date.

Practical: Moving to Advanced Choreographic Skills
l

l

l
l

l
l
l
l

1.00 – 2.00pm

The Refining Process (practical session)

2.00 – 2.45pm

l
l
l
l

How to support your students: giving regular and meaningful feedback
Tweaking a group choreography piece to make it outstanding
The importance of performing and sharing their work
The Programme Note- a voice to address what the examiner should see
Discussion of examples of A and A* choreography.

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.45 – 2.50pm

Performance in a Solo and within a Quartet

2.50 – 3.40pm

l

l
l

l

COURSE LEADER
Claire Noonan has been a
Head of Dance in a mixed state
comprehensive school and has
been teaching GCSE and A-Level
Dance for over twenty years. In
addition, Claire is a Specialist
Leader in Education (SLE) and
has taken on consultancy roles at
both primary and secondary level,
within a variety of demographics.
Claire has improved the quality
of dance provision within a
number of schools, she has a
wealth of experience in working
with a range of professionals, a
diverse set of students and how to
work effectively within time and
budgetary restraints.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

A-Level Dance Teachers

l

Heads of Dance

l

Heads of Performing Arts

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Explore practical workshop
activities to enable the delivery
of focussed and inspiring
choreography classes.

l

Gain knowledge of what
examiners are looking for and
how this moulds your planning
and delivery in preparation for
Component 1

l

Increase understanding of the
marking criteria at A-Level

l

Gain understanding of
the performance and
choreography process to
delivery high quality lessons.

l

Take away resource
materials for delivery of the
choreography questions for
2023

11.45 – 1.00pm

Celebrating choreography: teaching it with a passion whilst creating an environment which encourages
students to get the buzz for creativity.
Improvising; generating; selecting and developing movement - simple practical tasks for your students,
to get them started.
Using a variety of resources for problem-solving choreography
“Show me something I haven’t seen before!” How to encourage your students to seek originality and
complexity in their dances.
Improvisation and inspiring composition tasks that work with all abilities whilst stretching the most able.
Playing with choreographic devices and relationships: skills students need to use in their choreography
Play with contact work and other relationships needed for exciting group choreography.
Creating the wow factor: guiding your students on musical choices, use of costume and set.

Lunch and informal discussion

l

LOCATION/DATE
London (Studio Based)
Monday 17 October 2022
Monday 05 December 2022

Selection of solo and quartet – making decisions to benefit all your students and strategies to develop
the A/A* dancers
What an A and A* grade looks like in the Solo and Quartet
What is the examiner looking for? Reflecting on the marks received in the past and current mark
schemes with reference to the examiner’s report.
Improving performance and technique: strategies for installing confidence and giving meaningful,
regular feedback to students using the marking criteria.

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

NEW: ACHIEVING WELL IN A-LEVEL DANCE

LOCATION/DATE
London
Monday 21 November 2022

CODE 9158

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new course is focussed on how to ensure your students achieve the highest marks in all areas
of the A-Level Dance course. It will focus on exploring the characteristics of work produced by
students working at the highest levels and explore a range of teaching materials that stretch and
challenge your students to achieve A and A* grades.

Claire Noonan has been a
Head of Dance in a mixed
state comprehensive school
and has been teaching GCSE
and A-Level Dance for over
twenty years. In addition,
Claire is a Specialist Leader
in Education (SLE) and has
taken on consultancy roles at
both primary and secondary
level, within a variety of
demographics. Claire has
improved the quality of dance
provision within a number of
schools, she has a wealth of
experience in working with a
range of professionals, a diverse
set of students and how to
work effectively within time and
budgetary restraints.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Summarised Feedback from 2022
l
l
l

Focus on Assessment Demands for the High Grades
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.30am

What do the examiners want to see? Understand what is expected for outstanding performances
in all areas of the course.
Identify what prevents students achieving more marks in the written exam
Consider lessons learnt from both the 2022 examination series for Grade A and A* students
10.30 – 11.00am

Examine the assessment demands of all components including the use of assessment objectives
as a framework for assessment and feedback to your students.
Review characteristics of an A and A* A-Level student in the context of this specification
Clarify the requirements of the range of questions in the written exam to ensure the most able
students can meet this to the highest level
Delivering feedback using the vocabulary of the mark scheme to further the progress of your high
achieving students.

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 - 11.15am

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

Achieving Top Grades in Component 2: Critical Engagements/
The Written Papers

11.15 – 12.30pm

l

Teachers of A-Level Dance

l

Head of Dance

l

Directors of Faculties of
Performing Arts

l

New teachers of AQA
A-Level Dance

l
l
l
l
l
l

Planning, retrieving and reviewing- how to engage and succeed on the journey to the written
exam.
Overview of different types of Rooster questions, including how to approach different command
words to ensure your students gain maximum marks in this section.
Awakening students’ knowledge on the practitioners within Rambert and other areas of study:
what students need to know.
Refining the delivery and their understanding of Rambert’s history using a variety of resources.
How to refine essay writing for your students to prepare for the 25 mark essay response.
Example responses and marking tasks with feedback.

Lunch and informal discussion

Achieving Top Grades in Component 1: Performance and Choreography
l
l
l
l
l
l

Exam Techniques and Tactics

2.30 – 3.30pm

l
l

Fun and motivating ways to prepare your students in the final days and weeks before the practical
and written exams.
Predicting the paper: familiarise your students with the characteristics of previous exam questions
and knowing how to answer them.
Strategies to prepare your students for the assessments and examination.
Understand the highest demands of outstanding use of dance vocabulary – what examiners
expect to see from A and A* students

IN SCHOOL INFO
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1.30 – 2.15pm

Improving performance and technique: strategies for giving feedback to students using the
marking criteria.
High expectations: tools to stretch and challenge your students in the lead up to the practical
exam.
Exemplar solo and quartet work of A and A*students, with a focus on understanding the demands
of achieving highly in the practical exam.
How to support your students in their choreography process: giving regular and meaningful
feedback
Exemplar group choreography, with a focus on understanding the grading and learning from the
examiner’s report.
Characteristics of the most successful candidates in the choreography component
2.15 – 2.30pm

l

l

Gain fresh approaches to
creative teaching ideas that
push A and A* students

l

Explore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics of
outstanding work

l

Consider lessons learnt from
the examination series in
2022 and how to apply these
to your teaching

l

Take away key methods for
ensuring students get A and
A* in each of the practical
and written components.

l

Build into your teaching top
grade assessment criteria for
successful outcomes.

12.30 – 1.30pm

Discussion : afternoon tea

l

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

A-LEVEL

NEW: KEY STRATEGIES FOR RAISING ACHIEVEMENT
IN THE WRITTEN PAPERS
CODE 9159

LOCATION/DATE
London
Wednesday 23 November 2022

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course is of benefit to those teachers who want to raise the achievement of their A-Level Dance
students on the written elements of the course. It will provide key, practical and proven strategies
which you can use to improve student outcomes and progress.

Toni Knight has been teaching
at a highly successful 6th Form
College for 7 years, covering
A-level Dance, BTEC Dance,
A-level PE and BTEC Sport. For
4years, she has held the position
of Head of PE, Sport and Dance,
and led the department to
gaining ‘National Teaching
Team of the Year’ in Oct. 2019 at
the Pearson National Teaching
Awards hosted on the BBC.

You will be provided with approaches you can take straight back into the dance studio and use to
engage students, develop their confidence and raise overall achievement. This course will be nonpractical providing examples of recent student work with time built in for questions and discussions.

PROGRAMME

TIME

What do we need to cover?
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.45am

Choosing the right works to study: making the right choices, choosing works that best suit your
students
Approaches to developing students’ understanding and application of technical terminology to
support written work at all levels
Feedback on the most recent written papers
Understanding the structure and timing of the assessments, and how best to plan schemes of
work around this
Map of the two year course and how to build up skills and concepts in a logical and linear manner

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 - 11.00am

Preparing students for the Compulsory Component 2 Section A

11.00 – 12.00pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Analysing and exploring the context and practitioners of Rambert Dance Company - Morrice,
Chesworth, Bruce, Cunningham, Tetley, Davies
Making illuminating connections in examination between dance performance, society and culture
for Rambert Dance Company and Rooster
Applying knowledge of stylistic features of Rambert Dance Company and how these relate to the
genre
How to apply context and knowledge when answering questions
Looking at student exemplar answers and how to improve them
Feedback from 2019 – what were examiners looking for and how to produce high level
examination answers in your Dance teaching

Unpicking the questions and Paper on the Compulsory Area of Study:
Rambert
l
l
l
l
l

12.00 – 12.45pm

Key features of practitioners’ works
Understanding the style
Ensuring a range of practitioners and their works are studies
Key barriers to accessing the top marks
Examplar work

Lunch and informal discussion

12.45 – 1.45pm

Compulsory Set Work of Rooster (Christopher Bruce, 1991)

1.45 – 2.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Questions and types of questions: what skills are required?
Techniques to support students to gain top grade responses on the Rooster questions
Guided structure and resources for students to complete sectional analysis
How to improve the quality and detail in students’ description of examples
The importance of Rooster in relation to Christopher Bruce and Rambert
Incorporating practical: crossover with solo work alongside engaging revision techniques to
improve student retention and understanding

Discussion : afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

Exam Technique and Marking

2.45 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

Heads of Dance

l

Teachers of AQA A-level
Dance

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Practical and theoretical
approaches and strategies
to raise the achievement of
students of all abilities and
understand the marking
criteria

l

Learn how to develop
students’ writing skills

l

Increase students’
understanding of the
examination requirements

l

Gain fresh approaches
to teaching Rambert
Dance Company 1966 –
2002 and to teaching the
compulsory set work Rooster
(Christopher Bruce, 1991)

l

Take away new ideas
for embedding deep
understanding of the set
AOS and set work

l

Understand what is required
of the questions to gain high
marks

Understanding AQA exam board assessment objectives and weightings across the full a-level
qualification
Overview of different types of smaller mark questions
How to approach different command words, length of student responses and common student
pitfalls
Progressive teaching practice methods to teach the 25mark essay response
Understanding mark schemes and how to accurately assess student responses
Example responses and marking tasks with feedback

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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A-LEVEL

A-LEVEL DANCE: TEACHING THE OPTIONAL SET WORK
AND AREA OF STUDY 4
CODE 9044

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course focuses on the Optional Set Work 4: Sutra (Sidi Larbi Cherkaou, 2008) and the Optional
Area of Study 4: The Independent Contemporary Dance scene in Britain 2000 – current

Toni Knight has been
teaching at a highly successful
6th Form College for 7 years,
covering A-level Dance, BTEC
Dance, A-level PE and BTEC
Sport. For 4years, she has
held the position of Head of
PE, Sport and Dance, and led
the department to gaining
‘National Teaching Team of
the Year’ in Oct. 2019 at the
Pearson National Teaching
Awards hosted on the BBC.

The course is designed to provide teachers with the skills to teach confidently and accurately those
aspects of the set work and are of study that are of relevance to the types of question found in the
examination.
Teachers will take away a range of teaching approaches for teaching this option as well as in-depth
insight into what examiners will be looking for in student responses in this option.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Optional Area of Study 4: The set work and area of study in context
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

11.15 - 11.30am

Compulsory Set Work of Sutra (Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, 2008)
l
l
l
l
l

Preparing for the Exam Questions Technique and Marking
l
l
l
l
l

11.30 – 12.30pm

Understanding the teaching and assessment requirements from the specification
Introducing the set study to your students through context and background
Guided structure and resources for students to complete sectional analysis
How to improve the quality and detail in students description of examples
The context of the work in relation to a Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui fact file
Teaching and revision resource ideas to engage and excite students, and to improve student
retention and understanding

Lunch and informal discussion

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

Questions on Sutra – the different types of essay questions, question types and preparing your
students
The structure and length of student responses and common student pitfalls
Question on the Area of Study - the different types of essay questions, question types and
preparing your students
Progressive teaching practice methods to teach the 25 mark essay response
The mark schemes and how to accurately assess student responses

Discussion: afternon tea

2.30 - 2.40pm

Strategies to maximise A*-B rates in the Optional Set Works and
Areas of Study Questions

2.40 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l

Considering top band essays – examples and discussion
Planning effective revision sessions and exploring revision techniques
Reviewing the common question types in Component 2
Practising essay writing – techniques and strategies

Networking, Questions and Depart

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

10.20 – 11.15am

Understanding the teaching and assessment requirements from the specification
Ways to choose the optional named practitioners and optional works that you cover to maximise
student success
Developing an understanding of context to the Independent Contemporary Dance Scene
How to build student understanding between the contextual background of the practitioner and
the area of study.
Teaching ideas to engage and excite students, whilst also developing A*-B skills and knowledge

Discussion: coffee break

l

10.00 – 10.20am

Putting the emergence of several generations of successful practitioners working in Britain in
context.
Putting Sutra in context: helping students give good essay responses through full understanding
Key messages and characteristic features that students must know and understand about the
independent Dance Scene in Britain for exam success
Key features likely to come up in the questions

Teaching the Independent Contemporary Dance Scene in
Britain 2000 – current

8

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 08 December 2022

3.30 – 4.00pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Heads of Dance

l Teachers of AQA A-level
Dance
l NQTs would also benefit
from this course

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Gain a sound, clear
analytical overview and
contextual perspective of
the set work and the area
of study 4

l Review the different
demands of the types of
questions
l Explore the set work in
terms of the use of context
and background, ways to
improve the quality of the
detail
l Explore the area of study,
gain teaching ideas and
approaches
l Take away approaches that
excite students, cultivate a
deeper dance appreciation
and raise grades in exams
l Develop your
understanding of the
assessment methods on
component 2, and build
confidence in your ability to
accurately assess student
work

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

TEACHING GCSE DANCE FOR THE FIRST TIME

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 04 November 2022

CODE 8091

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This This course is specifically targeted and designed for all teachers new to teaching GCSE
Dance. The sessions are designed to improve teachers’ understanding of the AQA specification
and ensure their students have the best opportunity to maximise their potential grades.

Kathryn Sexton is a highly
experienced presenter,
practitioner and teacher who
advises and supports teachers
in raising achievement in
Dance. With many years’
examining experience,
Kathryn can provide the
perfect solutions.

Teachers will receive new teaching approaches and techniques, ideas, as well as key guidance
in how to develop with advice on the exam, standards, and best ways to prepare students.
Practical strategies will be demonstrated for teaching across a broad range of student GCSE
abilities to maintain student best achievement across the range.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Subject content of the specification
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.45am

What’s involved in the course? (Performance/ Choreography/ Appreciation)
Where can I streamline?
What are the standards in each component?
Securing key information, Using e-AQA effectively.
Exploring the key challenge spots, and ways to structure your teaching to give time to the
most demanding sections
Component 1: Performance tasks –exploring in more depth
Component 1: Choreography task – exploring in more depth
Component 2: Written paper: structure and areas of knowledge

Discussion: coffee break

10.45 – 11.00am

Component 1: Approaches for performance and choreography

11.00 – 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l

Practical strategies to layer the learning of subject content linking to assessment of C1 & C2
Ways to develop the skills students need to demonstrate for the set phrases and duet/ trio
assessment
What might excellent teaching of handling different types of stimuli look like to develop
students’ choreographic skills?
How do I know when a student has reached the top of the assessment bands?
Teaching lower and higher ability students to ensure success

Lunch and informal discussion

Teaching Component 2: The written Paper
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

1.30 – 2.30pm

Planning your course and assessments over 2 years

3.15 – 3.45pm

l

l

New teachers of GCSE
Dance

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Find out about the core
concepts, key challenges,
levels of the specification
and ways to structure your
two year course for end
result successful outcomes

l

Gain top teaching tips and
realistic practical advice
based on current practice

l

Take away effective
strategies on how to teach
the course to maximise
student potential

l

Examine lots of ideas
to stimulate classroom
delivery and performance

l

Discuss examples of
student work and how to
prepare students to get the
maximise possible marks

2.30 – 3.10pm

3.10 – 3.15pm

l

Dance RQT’s and NQT’s

Why is the written paper challenging for many students?
Types of examination questions - what to expect and how to achieve good marks
Looking at the themes and dance styles of anthology works
Differentiated approaches to encourage learning and using appreciation skills for the
written paper

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

l

12.30 – 1.30pm

How to approach the teaching of the Dance Anthology works: effective, strategies,
methods and techniques
Teaching ideas with associated questions and resources
Making complicated topic areas easy.
Techniques to help students construct excellent written work and where and why they can
struggle in GCSE with this skill
What are the key points for examination success in component 2?
Standards and examiner expectations - How do I know if my students are writing well?

Tackling the Written Examination

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

Effectively structuring your course to maximise end outcomes
How to confidently assess your students, give effective feedback, and ensure they remain
on track throughout the two year courses – how to structure for this
Strategies to prepare your students for the assessments and examination

IN SCHOOL INFO

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

NEW: GCSE DANCE: PREPARING STUDENTS FOR
SUCCESS IN THE CHOREOGRAPHY PAPER NEA –
PERFORMANCE AND CHOREOGRAPHY 2023

LOCATION/DATE
London (Studio Based)
Monday 07 November 2022
Monday 23 January 2023

CODE 9160

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This new course focuses specifically on preparing teachers for the delivery of the NEA Performance and
Choreography Unit and will examine how to prepare your students to succeed in this practical area of the
GCSE dance course.

Claire Noonan has been a
Head of Dance in a mixed state
comprehensive school and has
been teaching GCSE and A-Level
Dance for over twenty years. In
addition, Claire is a Specialist
Leader in Education (SLE) and
has taken on consultancy roles at
both primary and secondary level,
within a variety of demographics.
Claire has improved the quality
of dance provision within a
number of schools, she has a
wealth of experience in working
with a range of professionals, a
diverse set of students and how to
work effectively within time and
budgetary restraints.

The day is aimed for all Dance teachers looking to expand their range of methods and pick up creative
approaches to teaching choreography and performance. The day is part- practical course will focus on
guided explorations of the choreography questions of 2023. and teachers will gain a full toolkit of
differentiated teaching methods that can be transferred directly back into their own studio to use with
students at the top grades 7 – 9 – as well as those with more modest abilities.

PROGRAMME

TIME

What makes an expert Dance Teacher of Choreography?
l
l
l

Choreography and Performance: Beginning at the End
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.30am

Exploring a vision for yourself as an expert Dance teacher of Choreography
Evaluating your current strengths and weaknesses
Reflecting upon the challenges you face; different contexts may require different tools and skills
10.30 – 11.00am

The key messages from the 2019 and 2022 feedback from the examiner’s report.
How to incorporate the key messages into your teaching to prepare all students
Analysis of Grades 7 – 9 and also Grades 4 -5
Avoiding potential hazards: what can cost a top student their 7-9 Grade
What do the examiners want to see? Understand what is expected for outstanding performances
Explore how you can teach and rehearse the phrases with equal emphasis on all three skills
Expert strategies for feedback to challenge your students to achieve their potential and beyond.

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 - 11.15am

Teaching Choreography from the start – hitting the ground running
on choreography (practical session)

11.15 – 12.15pm

l
l

l

l

Covering the basics: motif and development
Shopping at ASDR (action, space, dynamics and relationships) how to teach the what, when and how of
dance analysis.
Celebrating and creating a choreography environment which encourages students to get the buzz for
creativity.
How to use professional works to inspire and solidify the principles of choreography.

The 2023 Paper: Unpacking Choreography Briefs – Unpacking a choreography
brief (practical session)

12.15 – 1.00pm

Using one stimulus from the 2023 paper we will go through the process of:
l
Guidance, advice, suggestions, tricks and tips for how to guide your students in choreography
l
Exploring which types of questions to fit your types of students
l
How to research the question to maximise creativity and complexity
l
ASDR analysis to provide focus for your students.
l
Playing with canon, repetition, contrast and climax
l
Strategies for the weaker or underconfident student with tips and tricks
l
Looking at “Flight plans”
l
How to use professional works to inspire and solidify the principles of choreography in relation to the
chosen stimuli
Lunch and informal discussion

1.00 – 2.00pm

Moving to Advanced Choreographing

2.00 – 2.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

“Show me something I haven’t seen before!” Seek originality in student dances.
The importance of space and structure: what the most successful students consider
Creating the wow factor: guiding your students on musical choices, use of costume and set.
Methods for concise and regular feedback to positively motivate and challenge your dancers.
Characteristics of the most successful candidates in the choreography component

Analysing and Marking exemplar solos and group choreographies
l
l
l

How can they improve it before the deadline?
What does a top band choreography look like?
Read the programme note – understand how this identifies the response to the question and focusses
the attention of the examiner.

IN SCHOOL INFO
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2.50 – 3.30pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

GCSE Dance Teachers

l

Heads of Dance

l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

PE Teachers delivering GCSE
Dance

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Delegates will focus on the key
challenges and include the
most demanding aspects of
the Dance course.

l

Explore practical workshop
activities to enable the delivery
of focussed and inspiring
choreography classes.

l

Gain knowledge of what the
exam board is looking for and
how this moulds your planning
and delivery in preparation for
choreography

l

Increase understanding of the
marking criteria at GCSE

l

Gain understanding of
the performance and
choreography process to
delivery high quality lessons.

l

Take away resource
materials for delivery of the
choreography questions for
2023

l

A focus on identifying the
demands of maximising the
potential of all students with
strategies of how to stretch
the more able students and
support the weaker student

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

TEACHING GCSE DANCE COMPONENT 2
WRITTEN PAPER

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 18 November 2022
Friday 08 February 2023

CODE 8925

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This updated course is designed to help develop high quality student answers in preparation
for the Component 2 written paper. The day focuses on deconstructing the paper, completing
a deep dive into discursive answering, unpicking criteria and, using feedback to highlight areas
of student strength and weakness, applying this to the delivery of written work. We look at
how to select the most appropriate sections from the Anthology works in order to maximise
achievement, as well as providing exciting ideas for embedding the necessary learning and
techniques in the classroom.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Course overview: Key messages
l
l

Getting to grips with Section A
l
l
l

10.00 – 10.20am

Feedback from the latest exam and key findings from examiners report
Grade boundaries: what to expect at each level
10.20 – 11.20am

Preparing your students: where and why students struggle in this section
Techniques to boost student’s performance
Concise answering: looking at a range of possible exam style questions and how to answer

Discussion: coffee break

11.20 – 11.35am

Section B: 6 mark performance and choreography answers

11.35 – 12.45pm

l
l
l
l

Understanding the mark scheme and criteria to improve longer responsesEnsuring the students understand the assessment objectives.
Methods to help students demonstrate knowledge and skills clearly and concisely.
Strategies to prepare your students using a writing frame

Lunch and informal discussion

Section C Anthology
l
l
l
l

1.45 – 2.15pm

Selecting the most useful sections from the Anthology works for focused learning
Understanding how the focus sections support meaning and interpretation
Approaches for teaching the Dance Anthology which allow success across the ability range
Drawing out movement and production features

Section C: Building 6 mark movement answers
l
l

12.45 – 1.45pm

2.30 –2.45pm

Section C: Building 12 mark answers

2.45 – 3.45pm

l
l
l

Building strong production feature answers
Building strong compare and contrast answers: what the examiners are looking for and
how to teach these skill
Looking closely at the mark schemes and addressing the feedback from recent
examination series
Acronyms for achievement

Plenary and depart

IN SCHOOL INFO

Kathryn Sexton has been
teaching Dance in mixed
state comprehensive schools
for 34 years during which
time she has also been aa
Head of Dance and Head
of Performing Arts. She is a
Specialist Leader in Education
for Dance with extensive
examining experience,
particularly at GCSE level
and a highly experienced
presenter for teacher training
provision by one of the major
examination boards, Keynote,
Arts Pool and East London
Dance.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Heads of Dance

l

All teachers of GCSE
Dance

l

PGCE Dance students and
NQTs

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

2.15 – 2.30pm

Selecting appropriate movement phrases to strengthen student understanding and
responses
Methods to build and develop answers by using a writing frame

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

COURSE LEADER

3.45pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

 Discover motivating ways
to build strong answers
for the Choreography
question

l

Developing Writing frames
for building strong Section
B answers.

l

Find out the most useful
sections of the Anthology
works to concentrate on,
to focus your students’
answers

l

Learn how to discuss
lighting and the trickier
aural settings within the
Anthology.

l

Learn how to build 6 mark
movement questions from
across the Anthology

l

Take away some great
strategies for making the 12
mark questions

Cost: £269+VAT
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ACHIEVING LEVEL 7-9 IN GCSE DANCE

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 24 November 2022

CODE 9045

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This course will demonstrate how to guide your best students to achieve Grades 7 & 9 in future
AQA GCSE Dance examinations. Led by our highly respected and successful presenter Louise
Judd, the course will demonstrate teaching and learning ideas for both Components which will
stretch and challenge able students and develop their higher level skills. Using feedback from the
most recent examinations the course will explore what is expected of high ability students and
outline ways to build your teaching practice around this.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Introductions with a focus on assessment demands for Grades 7-9,
including feedback
l
l
l
l

Key messages from the 2022 examination series – what students need to do to ensure that
they achieve the highest grades in 2023
Examine the assessment demands of all components including the use of assessment
objectives as a framework for assessment
Consider the most effective models for delivery of the course to ensure effective assessment
practice across 2 years and in all 3 components
Review characteristics of Grade 7-9 GCSE students in the GCSE

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 - 11.00am

Achieving top grades in NEA Component 1: Performance
l
l
l
l

l
l
l

Achieving Grades 7-9 on the Component 2 Written Paper
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

2.30 - 3.00pm

Fun games and writing frames to help students reach Grades 7 - 9
Building strong compare and contrast answers: what examiners are looking for in able
students and how to teach these skills
3.00 - 3.05pm

Strategies to really stretch top end students

3.05 - 3.40pm

l
l
l
l

Discover ways to take a good dancer and make them a great dancer.
How to structure a performance and choreography which allows for student autonomy.
Creating opportunities to learn from peers, and using the resources available within your
school.
Use whole class research to reduce revision for the written papers. Use student led
presentations to enhance learning.
Act out your written answers to ensure complete clarity in the exam hall.

Strategies to really stretch top end students

IN SCHOOL INFO

Louise Judd has been
teaching and performing
within the Arts for over 20
years. A wealth of practical
knowledge and experience
from teaching LAMDA Drama,
ISTD Dance genres and BG
gymnastics.
Head of Dance in her third
state school for the past 13
years teaching and managing
a department of GCSE,
BTEC and A-level Dance
students. On developing
the department saw a
rise in cohort numbers, a
noticeable raise in attainment
and students dramatically
improved outcomes with
100% pass rate.

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Teachers of GCSE Dance

l

Heads of Dance

l

Heads of PE

l

Heads of Performing Arts

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Specific assessment
demands for higher level
students

l

Develop practical
strategies for meeting
the requirements of the
higher bands across all
components

l

Explore exemplar materials
to identify characteristics
of outstanding work

l

Increase confidence in
preparing candidates
to achieve the highest
outcomes

l

Discover a range of
practical activities to try in
your own Drama space

1.30 - 2.30pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

12

12.30 - 1.30pm

Identifying and understanding question types in all sections
Building high quality 6 mark answers
Outstanding answers to questions- identifying traits
What examiners are looking for
Preparing students – teaching concise responses
Techniques to improve depth rather than length of writing
How to move a student from a Grade 7 to Grades 8 and 9 on the exam

Achieving on the 12 mark answers in Section C
l

11.45 - 12.30pm

Review example Component 1 Choreography at Grades 7 – 9: what top levels students do
Characteristics of the most successful candidates in the Performance component
Teaching techniques that challenge and push the most able
Ensuring Maximising marks through the Programme Note – making every word count

Lunch and informal discussion

l

11.00 - 11.45am

Review example Component 1 NEA at Grades 7-9: what top level students do
Characteristics of the most successful candidates in the Performance component
Building Choreography skills – introducing students to the course, arming them with skills
and the confidence to work on their own
Enabling students to spot what is working and what needs to be binned

Achieving Top Grades in NEA: Component 1: Choreography
l

10.00 - 10.40am

COURSE LEADER

3.05 - 3.40pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

GCSE

OUTSTANDING GCSE DANCE TEACHING TO RAISE
ATTAINMENT
CODE 8970

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 12 January 2023

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course is intended for all teachers who wish to ensure the high achievement of students in
GCSE DANCE. The course focuses on excellent teaching approaches, methods, resources, and
techniques to help teachers raise attainments in students of all abilities by improving student
confidence, knowledge and a stronger understanding of what examiners are looking for.

Louise Judd has been
teaching and performing
within the Arts for over 20
years. A wealth of practical
knowledge and experience
from teaching LAMDA Drama,
ISTD Dance genres and BG
gymnastics.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Let’s PROMOTE Dance
l

●
l
●
l
●
l

10.00 – 10.30am

Welcome and introduction
How do we make the subject inclusive for all and put ‘Dance’ on the school map with a rich
and engaging extra curricular/cross curricula programme
Building an exciting KS3 curriculum with transition opportunities for KS4
Linking and creating a smooth transition to KS4 to KS5 improving attainment and cohort
numbers

Modelling and differentiation for lower ability students in GCSE Dance
l

●
l
●
l
●
l
●
l
●
l

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 - 11.30am

Motivating and engaging GCSE students to improve outcomes
l

●
l
●
l
●
l

l

●
l
●
l
●
l

Developing strategies for improving confidence in the Written Paper
●
l
●
l
●
l
●
l

12.10 – 12.50pm

2.40 – 3.45pm

●
l
●
l

P
● ractical approaches to promote creativity and sophistication
Ensuring students understanding the importance of choreographic process for a successful
outcome
Embody successful use of AQA resources within practice
Effective use of feedback to boost outcomes
Develop confidence in students with the focus on expressive skills

Question time and discussion

IN SCHOOL INFO

l

⮚Exploring ways to promote
the GCSE Dance course

l

Develop strategies for
improving confidence
tackling the written paper

l

Exploring ways to
motivate and engage
students practically and
theoretically

l

Ways to stretch and
challenge the higher-level
thinkers

l

Develop the use
of modelling and
differentiation for low
ability students

l

Take away methods to
increase uptake at KS5

l

Take away a toolkit of
techniques of tips and hints

1.30 – 2.30pm

L
● ooking deeply into the use of meaningful marking and feedback
Preparing students for 6 and 12 mark extended questioning
Relating practical practice to Section A
Encouraging the use of time management for a successful outcome
How to use the dance skills as a foundation across the SOW

Success in C1: Performance & Choreography

●
l

Heads of Dance

l	⮚Teachers of Dance and

12.50 – 1.30pm

2.30 - 2.40pm

●
l

l

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

NQTs

Evaluation of own practice in both C1 & C2
Using feedback forms to encourage analytical responses in accessing higher bands
Encouraging the use of personal interpretation when analysing dance
Developing and engraining the word ‘sophistication’ in C1
Encouraging the use of flip learning and going beyond the classroom

Lunch and informal discussion

l

11.30 – 12.10pm

T
● he use of the toolkit to bring fresh approaches to tasks
Keeping consistency with lesson structure to support pace of content
Methods to apply retrieval practice to lessons
Explore ways to use social media as a positive tool

Stretch and challenge the higher level thinkers in GCSE Dance
●
l

10.30 – 11.15am

Structuring model examples to unlock success
Creating an extended programme to support lower ability students
Effective modelling to develop creative work and thinking
Encourage the use of sentence starters within C2 12 mark answers
Exploring ways to engrain the basic facts across the Anthology to access 1-2 marks
‘I do, we do, you do’ modelling process to give students the opportunity to see common
pitfalls or to co-construct responses.

Head of Dance in her third
state school for the past 13
years teaching and managing
a department of GCSE,
BTEC and A-level Dance
students. On developing
the department saw a
rise in cohort numbers, a
noticeable raise in attainment
and students dramatically
improved outcomes with
100% pass rate.

3.45 – 4.00pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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GCSE

GCSE DANCE: RAISING ATTAINMENT OF WEAKER
STUDENTS
CODE 8981

LOCATION/DATE
London
Thursday 10 November 2022

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

Dance teachers are perennially aware of the competing drives of a demanding GCSE course, and
the necessity to recruit as broadly as possible. Creating an excitement and buzz around Dance for
students who don’t see themselves as dancers is the focus of this course.

Louise Judd has been teaching
and performing within the Arts
for over 20 years. A wealth
of practical knowledge and
experience from teaching
LAMDA Drama, ISTD Dance
genres and BG gymnastics.

This course will present strategies, resources and techniques to latch onto students’ enthusiasm,
and build their confidence. It will provide ways to develop the weaker students, how to motivate
reluctant learners and ways to stimulate and develop creative ideas appropriate for them.
The course is designed for all GCSE Dance teachers.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Giving confidence to weaker pupils to raise performance

10.00 - 10.40am

Confidence, rather than ability, is often the hurdle that weaker students often struggle to get over:
this session will explore different approaches to try to build confidence in these weaker pupils, and
how to create a positive, motivated vibe in a classroom/studio
Strategies discussed will cover:
l
Empowering weaker students through creative risks
l
Design and approach to assessment
l
Approaches to connecting theory knowledge and understanding through practical elements
and scheme-of-work design to build motivation.

Head of Dance in her third
state school for the past 13
years teaching and managing
a department of GCSE, BTEC
and A-level Dance students.
On developing the department
saw a rise in cohort numbers, a
noticeable raise in attainment
and students dramatically
improved outcomes with 100%
pass rate.

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 - 11.00am

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

Key practical strategies and classroom activities for weaker pupils

11.00 - 12.00pm

l

Teachers of GCSE Dance

l

Heads of Dance

l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

Heads of PE

This session will focus in on the key areas in that students find most discouraging and that often lead
to ‘switch-off’/ moments in the classroom:
l
Specific techniques for Section A
l
Section B – why weaker students struggle with Section B, particularly in questions 12 and 13
and practical strategies to support students in applying their practical knowledge into their
responses
l
Helping weaker students to give concise descriptions with a focus on analysis, interpretation and
evaluation of the effect of the features.
l
Building terminology as a primary strategy to improve success

Discussion and sharing of best practice

Performance and Choreography: Key practical strategies for weaker
students
l
l
l
l

l

Take away practical teaching
strategies to raise the
attainment levels of weaker
Dance students

l

Focus on teaching strategies
which will ‘turn on’ and
motivate reluctant learners

l

Take away methods to build
student confidence

l

Take away successful ways to
initiate creative explorations

l

Understand what a lower
ability student must do to
raise their grades

12.00 - 12.30pm

Lunch and informal discussion

l

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING

12.30 - 1.30pm
1.30 - 2.15pm

Effective practical strategies which work with weaker students in practical work
Choreography – ways to inspire weaker students to be creative
Selecting the right Set Phrases for the solo requirement for your weaker students
How to use social media as a positive tool
Examine ways to develop confidence in your students before the exam
*A teachers ‘toolkit’ filled with resources will be provided to delegates

Building Blocks at KS3: planning for recruitment, enjoyment,
and success.

2.15 - 3.00pm

KS3 curriculum and planning often takes a back-seat to externally-assessed groups: this is where the
stage is set for recruitment, however, and where we win or lose the numbers that make our subject
viable. What does a successful KS3 curriculum look like in Dance, and how can you assess its success
with your students? This session will look at:
l
The balance of theory and practical
l
Getting a clear focus on exactly what we want our students to have at the start of KS4
l
How to build schemes of work to create a positive buzz around Dance
Discussion and sharing of best practice and new ideas/ coffee break. And into

3.00 - 3.20pm

Demonstrating the Impact of Dance Learning

3.20 - 3.40pm

l
l
l

Creating a culture of achievement, confidence, and enthusiasm is a challenge in itself: it’s an
additional challenge to sell this to SLTs, parents, and prospective students. The session will cover:
Sharing strategies for recruitment
What data can be used to demonstrate value and success.

IN SCHOOL INFO
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This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

KS3

KS3 DANCE: BRINGING A BUZZ TO KS3 DANCE

LOCATION/DATE
London (Studio Based)
Monday 06 February 2023

CODE 8971

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
This practical course will explore how you can create a buzz for Dance throughout KS3 for all and
girls in your school. You will leave with a wide range of ideas, methods and approaches, together
with up-to-date insight on how best to thrive in these unprecedented times working with your
students on all ways to maximise their potential. It is designed to give fresh ideas to PE and Dance
teachers working in schools where Dance is already embedded and to those teachers who have
an interest in dance and wish to introduce it as an extra-curricular activity. Tips and methods will
be shared for how to gain healthy numbers for recruitment into GCSE Dance.

PROGRAMME

TIME

KS3 Dance Teaching – the Challenges and Opportunities
l
l
l
l

10.00 - 10.40am

Understanding the key challenges and considering how and what you can be doing to
ensure these don’t stand in the way of effective dance teaching
Considering issues space, constraints of timetable issues and how to effectively work
around these
Student motivation, attendance
Creating a culture: boys dance too

Discussion: coffee break

10.40 - 11.00am

Putting the Wow Factor into your Dance Lessons

11.00 - 12.30pm

l
l
l
l
l
l

Key essentials: the importance of creating the right relationships, rapport and atmosphere
for students to succeed
Practical approaches to putting the ‘wow’ factor into Dance lessons
How to teach dance with an awareness of your diverse students so that all students feel
valued and engaged.
How we can help students get the dopamine download required to engage fully and take
creative risks in their work
Practical – understanding the importance of trust in the dance studio
Principles – understanding the three strands of dance teaching: performance, technique
and appreciation and how these can be explored in every session of dance to prepare
students for KS4.

Lunch and informal discussion

Practical Session: How to teach brilliant dance lessons
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

12.30 - 1.30pm

3.00 - 3.05pm

Creative Freedom: Building in creative freedoms – stretching and
challenging pupils’ creative imaginations

3.05 - 3.45pm

l
l
l
l
l

Robust ritual and routines to support students to manage their own behaviour and the
freedom of a practical space and subject.
Extra-curricular opportunities beyond dance club
Cross-curricular learning – how to draw upon the support of other subjects to deliver
engaging activities.
Grabbing the attention of the boys- tried and tested ways to ensure engagement and
motivation
Tips on promoting dance throughout the key stages and amongst staff and parents/carers
to create a culture of respect around for dance.
Q&A - Issues & Solutions

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Head of Dance

l

Head of PE

l

Dance Teachers

l

PE Teachers

l

Teachers with responsibility
for extra curricular activities

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Relationships and RapportUnderstand the importance
of creating a dance culture
within your school.

l

Routines and Rituals-Take
away important tips on
establishing high level
learning from the moment
students enter the studio.

l

Find out ways to put the
Wow Factor into your dance
lessons and dance clubs

l

Explore contemporary, street
and musical theatre and
leave ready to teach with
confidence in these styles.

l

Take away a range of
different and fresh
approaches to teaching
performance, choreography
and appreciation to students
using a variety of themes
and professional works and
musical theatre.

1.30 - 3.00pm

Practical ideas and takeaways
Building Composition skills – introducing students to the composition, arming them with
skills and the confidence to work on their own and in groups.
Picking the stimulus – tips on which professional works and musicals you should choose
Practical session using the basketballs and physical theatre to engage boys
Specific focus on ways in to motivate, excite students to work creatively
Music as a motivator – how to select music to create an appropriate environment in the
studio.
Differentiation- how to meet the needs of all of your learners
How to engage the non-participant and the disengaged

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

Claire Noonan has been a
Head of Dance in a mixed
state comprehensive school
and has been teaching GCSE
and A-Level Dance for over
twenty years. In addition,
Claire is a Specialist Leader
in Education (SLE) and has
taken on consultancy roles at
both primary and secondary
level, within a variety of
demographics. Claire has
improved the quality of dance
provision within a number of
schools, she has a wealth of
experience in working with a
range of professionals, a diverse
set of students and how to
work effectively within time and
budgetary restraints.

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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BTEC

NEW: ACHIEVING SUCCESS WITH DANCE
REPERTOIRE IN BTEC TECH AWARD INTERNAL
COMP 2

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 10 February 2023

CODE 9161

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE
We are delighted to introduce this new practical course in association with Russell Maliphant
Dance Company. Both the dance course leader and a professional dancer from the RMDC
company will enable you to deliver innovative dance repertoire to engage, motivate and
challenge BTEC Dance learners with evidence building ideas to help enhance attainment and
achievement with the internal Component 2.
The course will provide effective and successful practical teaching strategies and approaches
for maximum learner attainment.
Teachers will take away a range of teaching approaches, templates, resources, and teaching
materials in an excellent, practical and highly complemented pack of notes – invaluable for
successful teaching, learning and achievement. You will also be able to video any aspects of the
day you need.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Unpicking the demands of Component 2
l
l
l
l

l

10.00 – 11.00am

Discussion: Exploring the overview of this course, the components, their weighting and
where this internal component fits into the overall qualification.
What are the expectations of learners for the practical part of the internal assessment?
Unpicking the assessment criteria and expectations to reference professional working
practises.
Information direct from a company dancer to take straight back to the dance studio to
enhance student abilities and understanding of a dancer’s development. What questions
can we ask the professional dancer?
What is a theme? Unpicking the PSA.

Discussion: coffee break

11.00 – 11.15am

Warm up and learning phrases from ‘Silent Lines’

11.15 – 12.45pm

l
l
l

l

Discussion on the overview of Silent Lines and where to access resources e.g. the music
and education resource. What themes are found within the work.
Warming up in the same way as dancers in this company would before rehearsals and
performances, therefore referencing ‘professional working practises’.
Learn 4 key phrases from the repertoire, the selection has been carefully considered to
include floorwork, travelling, duet moments and will help learners to access a range of
dynamics, musicality, as well as technical, stylistic, interpretative, and expressive skills.
Advantaging the learner: adapting and exploring ways to develop confident technical and
expressive skills with learners

Lunch and informal discussion

Warm up and learning phrases from ‘Vortex’
l
l
l

l

Discussion on the overview of Vortex and where to access resources e.g. the music and
education resource. What themes are found within the work.
Warming up in the same way as dancers in this company would before rehearsals and
performances.
Learn 4 key phrases from the repertoire, the selection has been carefully considered to
include moments and will help learners to access a range of dynamics, musicality, as well as
technical, stylistic, interpretative, and expressive skills.
Advantaging the learner: adapting and exploring ways to develop confident technical and
expressive skills with learners

Short grading workshop

3.30 – 3.45pm

l

Grading learners’ work together
How to aid, encourage and push learners to achieve
How this unit relates to Component 3 and any other administration processes

Final questions and depart

IN SCHOOL INFO
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l

Heads of Dance

l

Teachers of BTEC Dance

l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

Teachers of PE teaching
BTEC Dance

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Learn how to approach
Component 2 both practically
and theoretically

l

Develop creative teaching
for learners and take away a
tool kit of innovative ideas to
collect evidence

l

Learn professional repertoire
directly from a professional
dancer

l

Have the confidence to plan
your course with imagination

l

Gain understanding of the
expectations of learners and
how to help aid their success

l

Discover how you can deliver
the course with insight from
the dance specialist course
leader and a professional
dancer

l

Expect: Lively Discussions
with plenty of new ideas and
strategies

1.45 – 3.15pm

3.15 – 3.30pm

l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

12.45 – 1.45pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

Justine Reeve has taught for
over 24 years teaching across
all age ranges as teacher,
Head of Department, Director,
choreographer and consultant
(The BRIT School, BHASVIC,
South Downs College). She
has been a standards verifier
for Edexcel’s/ Pearson’s BTEC
Level 2 and 3 and was an A-Level
Dance examiner/moderator.
She has written published dance
resources for South East Dance,
Pavilion Dance South West,
Pearson Education, RSL and her
book ‘Dance Improvisations’ is
published by Human Kinetics.

NB: based on the NEW Btec Tech
Award for first teaching 2022

3.45pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

BTEC

TEACHING THE NEW 2024 BTEC LEVEL 1 / 2 TECH
AWARD: DANCE APPROACH
CODE 8926

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 07 October 2022

ABOUT THIS COURSE

COURSE LEADER

This course will cover the new BTEC Dance Level 1 / 2 Tech Award in Performing Arts with a
Dance Approach, which is for first teaching 2022 and first certification 2024 with the discount
code LB1. You willl explore each component gathering ideas for course delivery, insight
into the application of the new numericial assessment criteria and discover what a Pearson
set assignment briefs is. This course will give you the confidence to plan your course, an
understanding of how to engage students with examples of learner work to aid understanding.

Justine Reeve has taught
for over 24 years teaching
across all age ranges as
teacher, Head of Department,
Director, choreographer
and consultant (The BRIT
School, BHASVIC, South
Downs College). She has
been a standards verifier for
Edexcel’s/ Pearson’s BTEC
Level 2 and 3 and was an
A-Level Dance examiner/
moderator. She has written
published dance resources
for South East Dance, Pavilion
Dance South West, Pearson
Education, RSL and her book
‘Dance Improvisations’ is
published by Human Kinetics.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Getting to know the NEW BTEC Tech Award in Performing Arts
with a Dance Approach
l
l
l
l

The new structure: Celebrating this purely dance course
Exploring the key similarities to the legacy BTEC Tech Award
Discovering what has changed and how will this might affect our planning?
Planning the overview and discovering assessment opportunities

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 – 11.30am

Unpicking the knowledge component: Comp 1: Exploring the
Performing Arts
l
l
l
l

Exploring the skills component: Comp 2: Developing Skills and
Techniques in the Performing Arts

l
l
l

11.30 – 12.30pm

Unpicking the terminology used and how this can aid our understanding of what is required
and support a scheme of work that is both relevant and inspiring
Discovering what a set assignment is for an internal component with examples
Understanding how the numerical assesment criteria works in practice and what the
terminolgy actually demands of learners in terms of evidence
Assessing examples of learner work to further our comprehension of this comp

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.15am

12.30 – 1.15pm
1.15 – 2.15pm

Unpicking the terminology used and how this can aid our understanding of what is required
and support a scheme of work that is both relevant and inspiring
Discovering what a set assignment is for an internal component with examples
Understanding how the numerical assesment criteria works in practice and what the
terminolgy actually demands of learners in terms of evidence
Assessing examples of learner work to further our comprehension of this comp also
discussing the appropraite ways to feedback to learners

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.15 – 2.30pm

Unravelling the externally assessed component: Comp 3:
Responding to a Brief

2.45 – 3.15pm

l
l
l
l

An overview of the tasks and investigating the expectations of teachers to plan ahead
Diving deeper into each of the four tasks, breaking down the assessment criteria and what is
being asked of the learner
Approaches to the external brief, effective planning and rehearsal tips
Overview of how external assessments contribute to overall achievement

Sucessfully managing your BTEC Tech Award
l
l

l

Teachers of BTEC Tech
Award: Dance

l

Teachers about to start
teaching BTEC Tech 2024

l

Heads of Dance

l

Heads of PE

l

Heads of Performing Arts

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Develop a clear insight into
all three components of
the NEW BTEC Performing
Arts Tech Award with a
Dance Approach

l

Know what is expected of
learners for both internal
and external assessment

l

Uncover how the
specification can really
work in practice

l

Have the confidence
to plan your course
with insight into the set
assignments and new
numerical assessment
criteria

l

Discover how you
can deliver this new
specification with insight
from a dance specialist

3.15 – 3.45pm

It’s all in the planning: Assessment planning in your centre, what resources are available, what
Ideas can we share, where to look for support
It’s a numbers game: Working out the overall grade calculations making sense again of the
numbers

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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BTEC

TEACHING COMPONENT 1: EXPLORING THE
PERFORMING ARTS: DANCE APPROACH, IN THE
2024 BTEC LEVEL 1 / 2 TECH AWARD

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 09 December 2022

CODE 9046

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE

Justine Reeve has taught for
over 24 years teaching across
all age ranges as teacher,
Head of Department, Director,
choreographer and consultant
(The BRIT School, BHASVIC,
South Downs College). She
has been a standards verifier
for Edexcel’s/ Pearson’s
BTEC Level 2 and 3 and was
an A-Level Dance examiner/
moderator. She has written
published dance resources
for South East Dance, Pavilion
Dance South West, Pearson
Education, RSL and her book
‘Dance Improvisations’ is
published by Human Kinetics.

This course focuses on the internal Component 1 on the NEW 2024 BTEC Tech Award Level 1 / 2
in Performing Arts with a Dance approach for first teaching September 2022.
The course will highlight the key challenges and aspects of the qualification and give a clear
insight into the new numerical assessment criteria. It will also provide effective and successful
teaching strategies and approaches for maximum learner attainment.
Teachers will take away a range of teaching approaches, templates, resources, and teaching
materials in an excellent, practical and highly complemented pack of notes – invaluable for
successful teaching, learning and achievement.

PROGRAMME

TIME

The NEW 2024 Specification: Component 1
l
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

The New Assessment Criteria for Component 1
l

l
l
l
l

Planning a Term of Exciting Delivery for Component 1
l
l
l
l
l
l

Heads of Dance

l

Teachers of BTEC Dance

11.30 – 12.30pm

l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

Teachers of PE teaching
BTEC Dance

12.30 – 1.30pm

Presenting Final Component Evidence

2.50 – 3.30pm

l
l
l

Producing Evidence to Access the Higher Grading Criteria
Exploring forms of evidence
Example extracts of learner work- Christopher Bruce, ZooNation, Bob Fosse, Ballet Boyz,
Rosas Danst Rosa, Russell Maliphant and more
Practical strategies and ideas to help with missing evidence and access those higher
assessment criteria
Preparing for Components 2 and 3

Final questions and depart

IN SCHOOL INFO

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Gain further clarity on the
key challenges and aspects
of the new 2024 BTEC award

l

Develop a clear insight
into how Component 1 is
assessed.

l

Discover more about what
a Pearson Set Assignment
(PSA) brief is in practise

l

Gain teaching strategies
and approaches on how to
approach Component 1 both
practically and theoretically
to maximise student success

l

Develop creative teaching
for learners and take away a
tool kit of innovative ideas

l

Have the confidence to plan
your course with imagination

l

Gain understanding of the
expectations of learners and
how to help aid their success

l

Discover how you can deliver
the course with insight from
the dance specialist course
leader

1.30 – 2.40pm

Practical approaches on how to make the learners’ experience as practical as possible
Examples of how to plan your course with imagination and resources to use immediately
Practical strategies and approaches to take back - creative teaching ideas and methods for
your learners on the stylistic qualities of practitioners’ work using examples
Approaches to teaching using one professional work of your choice.
Ways to explore the interrelationships between features
What it takes to secure a mark that equates to a Distinction in Component 1 and how to work
this out with the new assessment criteria
Take away a toolkit of inventive ideas and scheme of work
2.40 – 2.50pm

l

18

l

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?

11.15 – 11.30am

Learning outcomes and mark bands explored, discovering what a Pass, Merit, Distinction is
when marking out of 60. Developing a clear insight into how Component 1 will be internally
assessed
Discover what a (PSA) Pearson set assignment is and what this demands of teachers and the
learners
Practical strategies to effectively access the higher assessment criteria
Examples of professional dance works that are appropriate for this component and themes
Discovering pieces with education packs and where to access resources

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.15am

Summarised overview of the NEW specification components, weightings and where the
internal components fit into the overall qualification
What are the expectations of dance learners for the component?
Unpicking the overall assessment criteria and expectations
Exploring the terminology used; embedding this into your scheme of work in ways that are
both relevant and inspiring

3.30 – 3.45pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

BTEC

NEW: BTEC COMPONENT 3 IN THE CURRENT
PEARSON BTEC TECH AWARD IN DANCE

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 18 November 2022
Friday 03 February 2023

CODE 9162

ABOUT THIS COURSE
We are delighted to offer this very popular course once again. The course will enable you to deliver
innovative dance to engage, motivate and challenge BTEC Dance learners with both practical and
planning ideas to help enhance attainment and achievement with the external Component 3 both
written activities and practical task.
The morning will discuss and explore the previous year’s set assignment briefs and explore them
practically, reviewing, and looking forwards to planning the 2023 Set Task assessment with exciting and
creative ideas that will enthuse students. There will be a chance to plan, grade work and understand
administrative duties in the afternoon.
Teachers will take away a range of teaching approaches, templates, resources, schemes, and teaching
materials in an excellent, practical, and highly complemented pack of notes – invaluable for successful
teaching, learning and achievement
The morning is practical so please bring relevant dance kit and be prepared to move.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Practical teaching approaches (Please bring suitable kit)
l
l
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 – 11.30am

Preparing for Performance Activity 3
l
l
l
l
l

Ideas and strategies for successful planning and delivery for
Activities 1,2 and 4

l
l
l

11.30 – 12.30pm

Practical creative task based warmups and improvisations relating the stimulus to take back and
share with learners
Learning 2 phrases of professional repertoire relating to the stimulus to capture evidence that
explores ‘influences’ for Activity 1
Structuring ideas for learner choreography and other ways to promote a successful performance
Ways to encourage learners to create innovative movement material for a target audience based
on the given stimulus
Preparing learners to perform their group pieces: methods and strategies that work

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.15am

Discussion: Exploring the overview of the course, the component, their weighting and where the
external component fits into the overall qualification.
Warm-up and practical exploration of the stimulus and details of the brief
How to encourage learners to prepare 7-15 minute pieces for success and what makes it vocational
Ideas to take back to the classroom or dance studio to enhance student abilities and creativity
How to capture information in practical sessions for the three written activities

Grading workshop

2.45 – 3.30pm

l
l

Sharing approaches and innovative for ways to underpin knowledge prior to release of the external
assessment brief with lesson plans
Grading learners’ work together (written work and pieces on DVD)
How to aid, encourage and push learners to achieve
How this unit relates to Component 1 and 2 and other administration processes

Final questions and depart

IN SCHOOL INFO

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
l

Heads of Dance

l

Teachers of BTEC Tech Award
Dance

l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

Teachers of PE teaching BTEC
Tech Award Dance

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Learn how to approach the
practically and written aspects
of the Externally assessment
Set Task: Performing to a brief
for 2023

l

Develop creative teaching for
learners and take away a tool kit
of innovative ideas

l

Find out more about how to
effectively deliver Component
3 written tasks

l

Have the confidence to plan
your course with imagination

l

Gain teaching strategies
and approaches on how to
approach Component 1 both
practically and theoretically to
maximise student success

l

Develop creative teaching for
learners and take away a tool kit
of innovative ideas

l

Have the confidence to plan
your course with imagination

l

Gain understanding of the
expectations of learners and
how to help aid their success in
both written and practice al

l

Discover how you can deliver
the component with insight
from the dance specialist
course leader

1.30 – 2.30pm

How to help learners generate their written responses for activities 1, 2 and 4: explore how to
achieve good responses from your learners, includes templates with key prompts to aid accessing
the higher assessment criteria
Top tips for the component and the timetabling of the written tasks, with an example planning for
success resource
Creative ways forward for learners and further lesson plans / teaching ideas to take away
Expected delivery and timings of the assessment window and how your planning can ensure
success
2.30 – 2.45pm

l

Justine Reeve has taught for
over 24 years teaching across
all age ranges as teacher,
Head of Department, Director,
choreographer and consultant
(The BRIT School, BHASVIC,
South Downs College). She
has been a standards verifier
for Edexcel’s/ Pearson’s BTEC
Level 2 and 3 and was an A-Level
Dance examiner/moderator.
She has written published dance
resources for South East Dance,
Pavilion Dance South West,
Pearson Education, RSL and her
book ‘Dance Improvisations’ is
published by Human Kinetics.

12.30 – 1.30pm

Discussion: afternoon tea

l

COURSE LEADER

3.30pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT
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BTEC

TEACHING THE BTEC LEVEL 3 CERTIFICATE AND
EXTENDED CERTIFICATE IN PERFORMING ARTS
WITH A DANCE FOCUS

LOCATION/DATE
London
Friday 25 November 2022

CODE 8972

COURSE LEADER

ABOUT THIS COURSE

Justine Reeve has taught
for over 24 years teaching
across all age ranges as
teacher, Head of Department,
Director, choreographer
and consultant (The BRIT
School, BHASVIC, South
Downs College). She has
been a standards verifier for
Edexcel’s/ Pearson’s BTEC
Level 2 and 3 and was an
A-Level Dance examiner/
moderator. She has written
published dance resources
for South East Dance, Pavilion
Dance South West, Pearson
Education, RSL and her book
‘Dance Improvisations’ is
published by Human Kinetics.

Deliver the BTEC Dance Level 3 Certificate and Extended Certificate in Performing Arts/
Dance with confidence; explore creative ideas for course delivery, student engagement,
discover application of the criteria and example assignment briefs for internal assessment and
understand the demands of the external assessment.

PROGRAMME

TIME

Getting to know the Btec Level 3 Performing Arts specification
l
l
l
l

Discussion: coffee break

11.15 – 11.30am

Exploring the External Assessment units
l
l
l

Discovering the Internal Assessment units
l
l
l

12.30 – 1.30pm
1.30 – 2.30pm

Overview of choices available and how they can relate to aid delivery of the external units
Exploring the Unit Content and understanding how the ‘funnelling’ grading criteria works
in practise
Idea share for mandatory Unit 2 ‘Developing Skills and Techniques for Live Performance’
Assessing examples of learner work to further our comprehension of this unit also
discussing the appropraite ways to feedback to learners

Discussion: afternoon tea

2.30 – 2.45pm

Successfully managing your BTEC Level 3

2.45 – 3.30pm

l
l
l
l
l

Assessment planning in your centre
Assessment and verification procedures
Resources available
Networking
Idea share for time management

Review and Discussion

IN SCHOOL INFO
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11.30 – 12.30pm

Overview of how external assessments contribute to overall achievement
Exploring the Unit Content for Units 1 and 3 with a Dance focus
Idea share for set assignments

Lunch and informal discussion

l

10.00 – 11.15am

The structure and where Dance stands
An overview of the course, the units and their weighting
Key planning for assessments opportunities
Exploring the grade calculations

WHO SHOULD
ATTEND?
l

Heads of Performing Arts

l

Teachers of Performing
Arts

l

Teachers of Dance

BENEFITS OF
ATTENDING
l

Develop a clear insight into
how the Btec at Level 3 are
graded and assessed

l

Know what is expected of
a learner for an external
assessments

l

Explore the qualification
and Unit choices that
is best suited to your
centre, learners and their
progression routes

l

Uncover how the
specification works in
practice

l

Have the confidence to
plan your course

l

Discover how you can
deliver the course with a
dance specialist

3.30 – 3.45pm

This course, tailored to suit, can be delivered in your school.
Discuss this further with our CPD team on 01625 532974 or online@keynote.org.uk

Cost: £269+VAT

BIOGRAPHIES
Louise Judd
Louise has been teaching and performing within the Arts
for over 20 years. A wealth of practical knowledge and
experience from teaching LAMDA Drama, ISTD Dance
genres and BG gymnastics.
Head of Dance in her third state school for the past 13
years teaching and managing a department of GCSE,
BTEC and A-level Dance students. On developing the
department saw a rise in cohort numbers, a noticeable
raise in attainment and students dramatically improved
outcomes with 100% pass rate. This is also reflected
by achieving ‘outstanding’ during repeated Ofsted
inspections in her current School. Louise also supports
local schools in developing their dance curriculum for
Primary and secondary teachers.
Toni Knight
Toni has been teaching at a highly successful 6th Form
College for 7 years, covering A-level Dance, BTEC Dance,
A-level PE and BTEC Sport. For 4years, she has held
the position of Head of PE, Sport and Dance, and led
the department to gaining ‘National Teaching Team of
the Year’ in Oct. 2019 at the Pearson National Teaching
Awards hosted on the BBC. On taking on the leadership
of the Dance provision, it has not only grown in size with
the cohort being one of the largest in the country for
A-level, but most notably the course attainment has
drastically improved under her leadership; highlighted
in 2019 by a 100% A*-B rate and a high ALPs grade 2 on
A-level Dance with students from very mixed background.
Toni has experience of examining in both Dance and PE,
and has worked with several exam boards over the years.
Claire Noonan
Claire has been a Head of Dance in a mixed state
comprehensive school and has been teaching GCSE and
A-Level Dance for over twenty years. In addition, Claire is
a Specialist Leader in Education (SLE) and has taken on
consultancy roles at both primary and secondary level,
within a variety of demographics. Claire has improved
the quality of dance provision within a number of schools,
she has a wealth of experience in working with a range of
professionals, a diverse set of students and how to work
effectively within time and budgetary restraints.

Justine Reeve
Justine has taught for over 24 years teaching across all
age ranges as teacher, Head of Department, Director,
choreographer and consultant (The BRIT School,
BHASVIC, South Downs College). She has been a
standards verifier for Edexcel’s/ Pearson’s BTEC Level 2
and 3 and was an A-Level Dance examiner/moderator.
She has written published dance resources for South East
Dance, Pavilion Dance South West, Pearson Education,
RSL and her book ‘Dance Improvisations’ is published
by Human Kinetics. She has been involved in the writing
of many syllabi for vocational qualifications as well as
educational resources for Dance companies such as
Rambert, Russell Maliphant, English National Ballet and
more. In 2015 she was the Developer/Writer for London
Curriculum Dance Module for Sadler’s Wells. She has
been devising and delivering continued professional
development courses for Keynote Educational since
2005 and was an animateur with Rambert Dance
Company for ten years. Justine is well known to dance
practitioners as the creator of the ‘Dance Teachers agony
aunt’ facebook group providing online support for more
than 1600 dance teachers in the UK. She is presently an
external expert for OFQUAL.
Kathryn Sexton
Kathryn has been teaching Dance in mixed state
comprehensive schools for 34 years during which
time she has also been aa Head of Dance and Head of
Performing Arts. She is a Specialist Leader in Education
for Dance with extensive examining experience,
particularly at GCSE level and a highly experienced
presenter for teacher training provision by one of the
major examination boards, Keynote, Arts Pool and East
London Dance.

Claire trained as a professional dancer at LCDS. She
believes that subject knowledge is paramount and
that teachers should work closely with professional
dancers to maintain momentum and knowledge. Claire
has maintained and established links with dancers and
choreographers (closely affiliated with the set works
at GCSE and A-Level) to ensure that my students
experience an array of artists and feel inspired for dance
theory and prepared for their future dance training.
Results in A-Level Dance in 2019 were 64% A*-A and 91%
A*-B.
Claire continually receives outstanding grade 1’s on
lesson observations, she is passionate about teaching
and passionate about sharing her knowledge and good
practice to inspire teachers who in turn, inspire their
students.
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DANCE STUDENT REVISION CONFERENCE 2023

GCSE Dance
CODE 9184

London | Thursday 09 March 2023

Boost Dance Grades with our 2023 GCSE Exam Focussed Revision Conference
BENEFITS FOR YOUR STUDENTS
l
l
l
l
l
l

Gain first hand advice and guidance from examiners and expert practitioners
Gain advice on how to improve your grades in all the areas of the exam
Prepare for exam success in through engaging, interactive sessions with examiners
Benefit from sessions on performing, composing and listening/ appraising
Take away a full set of revision notes containing key ideas, tips and example answers
Receive a conference pack containing information for revision and examination

The conference was excellent, all our students benefited from it, and met or exceeded their targets.
The trainer was fabulous and gave both staff and students really good examination tips.
To book places for your students for these conferences
call us on 01625 532974 or visit us online at www.keynoteeducational.co.uk

IN-SCHOOL STUDENT STUDY SKILLS & REVISION SESSIONS - GCSE & A-LEVEL
Ensure your students reach their target grades with our fully tailored, examiner led, in school sessions.

STUDY SKILLS SESSIONS
l
l
l
l
l
l

EXAM REVISION SESSIONS

Improving student learning techniques
Top tips for memory retrieval and recall
The impact of stress on learning
Promoting good study habits
Relieving the pressure on the exam
Exam Tactics and Techniques

l
l
l
l
l

Full revision grade booster sessions
Effective revision techniques and tactics
Scaffolding for lower band students
Focus on challenging areas
Question types and strategies to avoid exam pitfalls

The focus is to maximise all student grades and boost performance.
All sessions are fully updated to provide essential insights.
All sessions can be tailored for your students.
All sessions are completely organised by Keynote.
To book an in-school study skills or revision session
call us on 01625 532974 or visit us online at www.keynoteeducational.co.uk
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